Automate your privacy requests with
Iterable for free
2

STEPS To Automating your Iterable Privacy requests

1

Email us at partnerships@transcend.io to get started

2

Attend a kickoff call

+

Support is an email away

Reach out to our team to get more information on how you can remove the
need of manually processing privacy requests.

From setup to product walkthrough, our team will ensure you are fully prepared to 

automate privacy requests in Iterable in 30 minutes or less.

Your success is our priority so we are here via email to support any questions that
arise.

Why Transcend?
Save valuable time

Fast and automated

Quick and easy setup

Save your teams hours
from manually processing
privacy requests. Focus on
higher priority work that
makes a difference.


Automatically fulfill access 


Transcend’s no-code

and erasure requests to
Iterable in as little as 30
seconds.

setup up option gets you
up and running in no time.


Remove risk

Better experience

Full visibility and control

Human error and missed

Purpose built for your legal 
and operation teams. Our 

intuitive dashboards lets
your team know exactly
what happens when it
happens.


Meet (and exceed)

data are common issues
when manually processing
privacy requests. Save time
and reduce risk through
automation.

regulatory obligations
through auditable

process automation.

Learn more at www.transcend.io

Learn more at www.transcend.io

Fast, secure, and user-friendly

data request management

Transcend has partnered with Iterable to receive, manage, and automatically fulfil privacy requests
from your customers—reducing the manual burden on your legal & ops teams.
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We fundamentally shifted our approach to data privacy in April 2019 to be more user-centric, and
worked with Transcend to include more transparency on our data practices and offering immediate
data access to our millions of users. When we took this approach, we were flooded with hundreds of
thank you tickets.
Priya Sanger

Deputy Legal Counsel, Patreon

We didn’t want to sign up with any old privacy vendor. We needed to partner with someone who
could give our users a modern and secure data privacy experience.We also don’t need a marginally
better workflow. We wanted a real technology solution that gives our users access to their data rights
in seconds.
Frankie Benjamin,

Privacy Program Manager, Indiegogo
Trusted by leading brands to meet regulatory obligations and exceed user expectations.


